ABSTRACT

This study titled, “Framing Analysis Of Reporting The Super Peaceful Action 212 In Online Media Kompas and Republika”. The aim of this study was to determine how the meaning of framing structure Sintaksis, Script, Thematic, and Retoris which contain in the text of the news.

The method used is a qualitative method. Data collection technique used were observational studies, literature studies, deep interviews with 4 informant. For the purposes of data analysis, researches need a certain amount of data supporting therefore researchers used two different techniques, which is a primary data, and secondary data.

Based on the research result obtained in the news of peaceful action 212 at online media Kompas and Republika has meaning on every word and sentences in the text. With some interesting word and sentences in each paragraph. The general selection of words makes news easy for readers to understand, so readers can understand what is contained in the news in their respective media. The contents of news published in Kompas.com with Republika.co.id is very different from the thematics elements, if Republika issues news with the theme of peaceful action 212 is to defend Islam from denounced its religion by Ahok, Kompas publishes news with the theme of the condition and situation of the way of peaceful action 212. This is not far from media alignments towards a group. But the news there is a meeting point between online media Kompas with online media Republika, namely where the news published by Kompas and Republika that peaceful action 212 is a positive action.

The things that researchers want recommendation as input materials is that journalist should spread the news balanced so that no group of institution that feels aggrieved over the news that he wrote, because it is the duty of the journalist in providing factual information to all people who read.